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Mobile Image Explorer 

On Funding the Next Software Development Stage as a Minimal Viable Product 

The Mobile Image Explorer will demonstrate that my “number acrobatics” allow whole images in 

series or ‘regions of interest’ to be quantified in new ways. End users can then compare, classify, 

sort and pick odd ones out according to ‘selection criteria’. This has applications for personal photo 

collections and medical x-rays, mammographs, MRIs or brain scans as well as telescopic images. 

Whether it’s considered “too good to be true” or suffers from the “not invented here” syndrome, I 

trust that the mentality of sponsume.com funders matches mine of creativity and “just do it”. 

I have had lots of experiences in my attempts to get funding so that my innovative software 

methods become viable products. I even built over 50 websites, largely to do with our money 

system and its victims as my social life with meaning rather than 3D Metrics as my professional 

life with zest.  

Sponsume.com reflects the creative spirit of enterprise rather than civil servants or funders who are 

seeking control and a maximum of returns for their investment. Hence I hope that people who are 

looking at my project  

 Know that image processing is a challenge that waits to be addressed 

 Trust that I can do it, based on the links that I am providing 

 Are generous in spirit in terms of co-creativitiy and collaboration 

 And are glad to be among supportive pioneers, not waiting for somebody else to be first.  

Software development projects are known not to be on time and on budget, which is unfortunately 

beyond my control. But I must trust Nelson Wootton and his experience with impressive clients.  

Intellectual Property (IP) is a most delicate thing. Software developers believe that every line of 

their code is worthy of ‘protecting’. But in reality, software patents only buy you the right to defend 

yourself, once your rights have been violated. Hence I withdrew five patents after I was advised by 

an American IP lawyer that patents are the game of the big boys. The SME (Small and Medium 

Enterprise) Innovation Alliance for whom I act as web editor fights for new policies in the area.  

Hence I am particularly delighted that sponsume.com makes sure that money does not buy ideas 

but that ownership is retained. However, I view all funding as pre-sales, buying into the web 

services as soon as they get fully functional. That may require 3 months and £25,000. Hence this 

first step of one month’s work for £7,500.  
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